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Use of Unembossed Carrier Tape for Leader and Trailer

The leader and trailer in tape and reel packaging are the starting and ending portions of the reel that do not contain components and are used for the initial feeding of the tape into the assembly operation and to ensure that the final loaded pockets are safely transported to the assembly operation. See below for current EIA-481 Rev E standards regarding leader and trailer.

As order volumes have changed and cost cutting measures have been introduced over recent years, the leader and trailer has come to be seen as extra expense or as an inconvenience when users are looking to utilize tape and reel assembly systems when an entire reel of product is not required.

Some companies within the tape and reel industry have begun using unformed carrier tape in place of the traditional leader and trailer. The unformed carrier tape still complies with the dimensional requirements within the EIA-481 standard. This operation requires that the unformed carrier tape be spliced together with the standard embossed carrier tape in such a way that the sprocket hole spacing remains within the requirements of the EIA-481 standard.
Please note that splicing of any kind is not endorsed by the Electronic Components Industry Association (ECIA). Any splicing activities or use of spliced carrier tapes is done at one’s own risk.

The EIA-481 standard explicitly states that the leader and trailer shall consist of empty compartments. However, at the time of inception of this document, the inclusion of unformed carrier tape was not considered. It is the opinion of this committee that the use of unembossed carrier tape can meet the initial intent of the EIA-481 standard relative to leader and trailer under the assumption that all dimensional requirements of sprocket hole alignment and spacing are still met.